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FIG, 4, Pressure calibraLion curve, The horizonLallincs indicaLe the 
maximum spread of several calibration runs of Ce, lli, Vb, and lia, 
Only one pressure calibration point for thallium appears, The dashed 
portion of the curve indicaLes an extrapolation to zero pressure, 

The calibration curve obtained appears in Fig, -1-, Evi
dently considerable deformation of the pyrophylliLe 
washers surrounding the cell takes place before the cell 
itself is significantly compressed, thus making the pressure 
curve uncertain ne~r the origin, 
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FIG. 5. Sample resonances in ruby under pressure: (1) l/l, =~-> 
111,= -1 transition at 10 kilobars, (2) 111,=} -> 1/1,=~ transition at 10 
kilobars, (3) 1II,=i-> 111,= -~ transition at 30 kilobars, (4) 1/1, =~ -> 
1II,=t transition at 30 kilobars, (5) lII,=i -> 111,= -i transition at 
50 kilobars (6) III, = i -> 1/I,=i transition at 50 kilobars. In upper 
graphs, each division represents 96 G. In lower graphs, each division 
represents 169 G. 

Sample Resonances in Ruby Under Pressure 

Fi~ure 5 shows resonance patterns of ruby Laken at 10, 
30, and 50 kilobars. The two p:.Lterns shown at each pres
slife arc those due to the transition in which the spill 
(lu ,~ nl\lm 1H1I1lbcr changes from t to -} and from~' to ~. 
wi! h the gross magnetic field oriented parallel to the c 
a:-.is of the single ruby crystal.° The pressure transmitting 
medium was Viscasil in each case. The ruby sample was a 
roughly circular disk 0.007 in. thick by approximately 
0.050 in. in diameter. 

The apparatus described herein provides a new tool for 
the study of very high pressure eITects in materials which 
exhibit paramal,rnctic resonance. This tool is very sensitive 
to minute changes in the crystalline field of it sample and 
therefore reveals the need .for a truly hydrostatic pressure 
medium at the elevated pressures under consideration. 
Some lack of consistency in the zero licld splitting of 
ruby (calculated from the spin Hamiltonian: JC= ~IlS,2 
+f3JJg"S.)O from rlm to run which correln.tes with increas
ing linewidths at pressures above 15 kilobars suggests that 
Viscasil docs not produce a strictly hydrostatic pressure in 
this region. Litster and BenedeklO conclude that silver 
chloride becomes a hydrostatic pressure medium above 15 
kiJobars, but our experience has been that the thin ruby 
sample is broken by the silver chloride before the hydro
static condition is reached. 

The high pressure limit has not been established for this 
apparatus. Resonances have been observed in ruby well 
above the barium transition. The limiting element appears 
to be the strength of the lower alumina anvil cavity. 
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